
 

 

 
October 2016: Season of Gratitude 

 

 
 

Thank you for being a Paper Pumpkin subscriber! 
I hope that you enjoy the fabulous projects that my demonstrator 

friends and I have created for you this month. 
 

If I can answer any questions or help you with online ordering,  
please don't hesitate to call me. 

I want to give my customers the BEST service I can! 
 

Julie Davison 
julie@the-davisons.com 

217-954-0232 
 

Paper Pumpkin Past Kits & Refills Available 
www.juliedavison.com/shop 

 
Paper Pumpkin Pinterest Board 

www.pinterest.com/juliedavison716/ 
 

More Stampin' Up! Project Ideas 
http://www.juliedavison.com 

http://www.stampinup.com/ECWeb/CategoryPage.aspx?categoryid=12400&dbwsdemoid=50776
https://www.pinterest.com/juliedavison716/stampin-up-my-paper-pumpkin-samples/
http://www.juliedavison.com/


 

 

Hello Beautiful Fall 
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Featured Paper Pumpkin Kit:  

 Season of Gratitude, October 2016 

 

Additional supplies used:  
 100702 Very Vanilla cardstock (4” x 5-1/2”) 

 141999 Bakers Twine Trio Pack  

 126965 Cajun Craze Ink Pad 

 141990 Mini Pinecones 

 138309 Fine-Tip Glue Pen 

 104430 Stampin’ Dimensionals 

Instructions: 
1. Using Cajun Craze classic ink, stamp 4 acorn images randomly down the Very Vanilla cardstock.  
2. Punch out 4 pre cut Vanilla leaves, attach each one next to an acorn image using a dimensional.   
3. Stamp Hello at the bottom left of the Very Vanilla cardstock using Cajun Craze ink.   
4. Wrap Gold Bakers Twine around Very Vanilla cardstock, tie in a knot.  Thread one Mini Pinecone, tie in a 

bow.   
5. Attach Very Vanilla cardstock to pre-scored card in kit.  Add sequins to card using Fine-Tip Glue Pen.   

 
 
 
Thank you for being a Paper Pumpkin subscriber! I appreciate your loyalty. Please remember that these special tutorials are 
for subscribers only and I do kindly ask that you not share them. Your understanding is appreciated. 



 

 

Season of Gratitude 
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Featured Paper Pumpkin Kit:  
 Season of Gratitude, October 2016 

 

Additional supplies used:  

 100730 Whisper White Cardstock        
4” x 5-1/4” 

 142314 Window Sheets 4-1/4” x 3-1/2” 

 126965 Cajun Craze Ink  

 131173 Crushed Curry ink 

 126953 Old Olive Ink 

 141706 Layering Ovals Framelits Dies  

 133773 Sponge Daubers 

 
Instructions: 

1. Fold the card base on the score line. 
2. Using two leaf die-cut sheets, remove 2 of each leaf for a total of six. Add color to the leaves using Cajun 

Craze, Crushed Curry and Old Olive Ink pads using Sponge Daubers. Color two leaves with each ink 
color. 

3. Using one layer from the die-cut leaves, cut the side without the leaves to measure 1-1/2” x 5-1/2”. Glue 
to the bottom of the card base. Cut an oval using the largest of the Layering Ovals Dies on the card front 
5/8” from the right side and centered.  

4. Glue the window sheet to the back of the oval. Add foam strips around the oval on the backside. Place 
the leaves and some sequins inside the oval. TIP: Before 
adding the shaker pieces rub an Embossing Buddy around 
the sides of the foam so the pieces won’t stick to the foam. 
Set aside. 

5. Using the Whisper White Cardstock layer, stamp the 
sentiment about 1” from the top and 1-3/4” from the right 
side.  

6. Remove backing from the foam strips and press the white 
cardstock piece in place so the sentiment peeks out the 
window. 

7. Add twine around the bottom of the card by wrapping around the cardstock twice and tying into a bow.  
8. Glue the leaves in place on the card front as shown in the photos and glue a few sequins in the 

background. 
 
 
 
 
 
Thank you for being a Paper Pumpkin subscriber! I appreciate your loyalty. Please remember that these special tutorials are 
for subscribers only and I do kindly ask that you not share them. Your understanding is appreciated. 



 

 

 With Gratitude Card 
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Featured Paper Pumpkin Kit:  
 Season of Gratitude, October 2016  

 
Additional supplies used:  

 Crushed Curry Ink Pad #131173 

 Old Olive Ink Pad #126953 

 Sponge Daubers #133773

 

 
Instructions: 

1. Leave the leaves in the card and sponge each leaf with a different color – Crushed Curry, Old Olive, and 
Chocolate Chip. Remove leaves and set aside. 

2. In Chocolate Chip ink, stamp the wood background stamp 3 times across the bottom of a card base, 
approximately 1” from the bottom.  

3. Trim off the outside edge of the Dijon banners and adhere to the bottom of sponged card.  Use the dots 
that come in your kit or Snail.  This strip will be longer than the 
actual card so you will need to snip off the ends.  Adhere to the 
card base. 

4. Stamp any sentiment in Chocolate Chip ink towards the left side 
of a Dijon banner.  Adhere to card. 

5. Adhere the (3) leaves to the banner. 
6. Tie a bow with the Bakers Twine and add with a glue dot. 
7. Stamp the inside of the card. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Thank you for being a Paper Pumpkin subscriber! I appreciate your loyalty. Please remember that these special tutorials are 
for subscribers only and I do kindly ask that you not share them. Your understanding is appreciated. 

 



 

 

Thanks to You Card 
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Featured Paper Pumpkin Kit:  
 Season of Gratitude, October 2016 

 

Additional supplies used:  
 102128 Chocolate Chip Card Stock (4 ¼” x 11”) 

 101650 Very Vanilla Card Stock (4” x 5 ¼”) 
 

Instructions: 
1. Remove the die cut leaves from the outline. Use Stampin’ Dimensionals or the foam adhesive from the kit 

to adhere the leaves to three different color die cut squares. 
2. Arrange the squares on the Very Vanilla cardstock and secure in place with the glue dots from the kit.  
3. Stamp the sentiment in Chocolate Chip ink. 
4. Adhere sequins to the card front using glue dots. 
5. Add the Very Vanilla card front to the Chocolate Chip card base. 

 
 

 
Thank you for being a Paper Pumpkin subscriber! I appreciate your loyalty. Please remember that these special tutorials are 
for subscribers only and I do kindly ask that you not share them. Your understanding is appreciated. 



 

 

Hostess Thank You 
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Featured Paper Pumpkin Kit:  
 Season of Gratitude, October 2016 

 

Additional supplies used:  
 126953 Old Olive Ink Pad 

 126965 Cajun Craze Ink Pad 

 141838 Cheerful Tags Framelits Dies 

 143263 Big Shot 

 142020 Copper Foil Sheets (3" x 6") 

 141645 Moroccan Designer Series Paper 
(4-14" x 10") 

 101650 Very Vanilla Cardstock (scrap) 

 141996 Kraft Rope Trim 

 141337 Stamping Sponges 

 104430 Stampin' Dimensionals 

 

 
Instructions: 

1. Attach glue dots to one end of Moroccan Designer Series Paper, wrap around wine bottle, and secure. 
2. Cut a bottle tag out of Copper Foil using the Cheerful Tags Framelits Dies. 
3. Using the leaf die cut paper from the Paper Pumpkin Kit, cut out one leaf (2" wide and 1-7/8" tall.)  Trim 

down a window sheet and adhere to the back.  Cut two small Foam Adhesive Strips in half and adhere 
them to the back of the leaf window.  Place sequins on top of the Copper Foil tag and adhere the leaf die 
cut window on top to form a small shaker.   

4. Cut two pieces of Kraft Rope Trim 20" long.  Unravel the rope into three pieces each.  Wrap all six pieces 
around the wine bottle, thread them through the top of the tag and out the bottom.   

5. Adhere two Delightful Dijon banners to the back of the tag using dimensionals. 
6. Cut two pieces of Old Olive Baker's Twine from the kit 10" long.  Unravel the  pieces and then tie a bow.  

Use a glue dot to adhere the bow on the lower right of the tag as shown. 
7. Use sponges to add Old Olive ink to a die cut leaf and Cajun Craze ink to another.  Adhere together with 

Snail and attach on top of the bow with glue dots. 
8. Use Chocolate Chip ink to stamp Thank You on Very Vanilla cardstock.  Cut out each word.  Use Snail to 

adhere on top of leaves. 

 

 
Thank you for being a Paper Pumpkin subscriber! I appreciate your loyalty. Please remember that these special tutorials are 
for subscribers only and I do kindly ask that you not share them. Your understanding is appreciated. 



 

 

With Gratitude Tree Shaker Card 
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Featured Paper Pumpkin Kit:  
 Season of Gratitude, October 2016 

 

Additional supplies used:  
 101856 Vellum Cardstock 

 142314 Window Sheets 

 101731 White Craft Pad 

 137163 Sheltering Tree Stamp Set 

 141706 Layering Ovals Dies 

 143263 Big Shot 

 126889 Stampin’ Trimmer 

 103579 Paper Snips 

 138309 Fine Tip Glue Pen 

 104332 SNAIL Adhesive 
 

Instructions: 
1. Take a card from kit and stamp tree image from Sheltering Tree on the front as centered as possible. 

Glue sequins of various sizes and colors to the branches of the tree. Allow to dry. 
2. Cut a portion of a second card to 3-3/4” x 5” and die-cut oval from the center (use largest oval die). Then 

stamp the crackle image randomly several times onto this piece. Set aside to dry. 
3. Cut a piece of vellum to 3/4” x 4-1/2”. Score each end a little less than 3/8” (for wrapping and securing the 

vellum to the front of the card). Between the 2 score lines and to the right stamp sentiment. Allow to dry. 
4. Once everything is dry, adhere 3” x 4” window sheet piece to the back of the die-cut oval layer. Then 

wrap vellum strip around and secure ends to the backside with SNAIL. 
5. Add foam adhesive strips to the backside of this die-cut oval layered piece so the strips outline the oval 

closely but do not show through the window from the front. Wipe the inside edges of the adhesive strips 
with a tissue. This gets rid of any sticky areas and ensures that the window sheet is clean/free of 
fingerprints. 

6. Sprinkle a small pile of sequins in the center of your card base (in the center of your tree). Remove the 
backings off the adhesive strips, huff on the underside of the window sheet to get rid of any static, stick 
down this layer onto your card front so it’s centered and encasing the loose pile of sequins. 

7. Give it a shake.  
 
 
Thank you for being a Paper Pumpkin subscriber! I appreciate your loyalty. Please remember that these special tutorials are 
for subscribers only and I do kindly ask that you not share them. Your understanding is appreciated. 



 

 

 

Fall Hello Card 
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Featured Paper Pumpkin Kit:  
 Season of Gratitude, October 2016 

 

Additional supplies used:  
 138327 Delightful Dijon Classic Ink 

 126945 Pumpkin Pie Classic Ink 

 126965 Cajun Craze Classic Ink 

 120953 Crumb Cake Card Stock 

 126975 Crumb Cake Classic Ink 

 102128 Chocolate Chip Card Stock 

 143256 August 2016 Bold Botanicals Paper 
Pumpkin refill kit 

 141337 Sponges 

 126889 Stampin’ Trimmer 

 103579 Paper Snips 

 104332 SNAIL Adhesive / 104331 Refill 

Instructions: 
1. Sponge leaves with Delightful Dijon, Pumpkin Pie, and Cajun Craze inks.  Let dry.  Sponge leaf edges 

with Chocolate Chip ink.  Once dry, curl edges of leaves slightly with fingers. 
2. Stamp background crackle image on 2-3/8 x 2-1/2" Crumb Cake CS with Crumb Cake ink, after stamping 

off once.  Stamp "Hello" in Chocolate Chip ink. 
3. Layer and adhere Crumb Cake CS onto 2-1/2 x 2-5/8" Chocolate Chip CS.  Cut Delightful Dijon flag piece 

in two pieces at about 3/4" and adhere to the backside of the Chocolate Chip CS as shown.  Hint: Use 
grid paper to line up flag halves perfectly. 

4. Attach Crumb Cake CS/flags focal piece onto the card base, and attach Cajun Craze label to Crumb 
Cake CS.   

5. Using a wood leaf from August 2016's Paper Pumpkin kit, thread Old Olive twine through the hole.  Hint: 
Use a drop of Tombo Liquid Glue on twine end and twist to hold a tight end for threading.  Arrange and 
adhere sponged leaves as shown and add wood leaf on top as a nice accent.  Add various-sized sequins 
as shown. 

 

 

 
Thank you for being a Paper Pumpkin subscriber! I appreciate your loyalty. Please remember that these special tutorials are 
for subscribers only and I do kindly ask that you not share them. Your understanding is appreciated. 



 

 

Stenciled Leaves 
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Featured Paper Pumpkin Kit:  
 Season of Gratitude, October 2016 

 

Additional supplies used:  
 101650 Very Vanilla Cardstock 3-3/4" x 5" 

 162622 Gold Foil Sheets 4" x 5-1/4" 

 126975 Crumb Cake Classic Stampin' Pad 

 126953 Old Olive Classic Stampin' Pad 

 126945 Pumpkin Pie Classis Stampin' Pad 

 141848 Seasonal Decorative Masks 

 133733 Sponge Daubers 

 141714 Sponge Brayers 

 110755 Multipurpose Liquid Glue 

 

Instructions: 
1. Cut a piece of copy paper in half and lay it on your Very Vanilla layer, leaving a 1-1/4" space between 

them. 
2. Lay the mask over your project taking care to ensure it is lined up so your stenciled image is straight. 
3. Roll a Sponge Brayer over the Crumb Cake Pad to ink it up.  TIP - Do not roll back and forth as that will 

only ink up half of the roller.  Make a complete pass over the ink, lift the brayer off the pad and repeat.  
4. Roll over the masked area multiple times until you achieve the desired look. 
5. Remove the mask but leave the pieces of copy paper.  Punch the leaves from one of the sheets included 

in the kit and set aside.  Lay the various negative leaf spaces over the stenciled pattern and add color 
using sponge daubers in Old Olive, Pumpkin Pie and Crumb Cake. 

6. Remove the copy paper pieces and add some Old Olive Baker's Twine along the edges of the stenciled 
pattern.  Tie a bow and add it with a Mini Glue Dot. 

7. Gather up your punched out leaves and punch a couple more.  Add these to the card randomly.  You can 
cut the leaves and use both halves for the edges. 

8. Stamp the greeting on one of the Delightful Dijon banners near the left edge.  Add it to the right edge of 
the Very Vanilla layer. 

9. Add a few of the sequins from the kit with the Multipurpose Liquid Glue and assemble the layers onto a 
card base included in the kit. 

 
 
 
 
 
Thank you for being a Paper Pumpkin subscriber! I appreciate your loyalty. Please remember that these special tutorials are 
for subscribers only and I do kindly ask that you not share them. Your understanding is appreciated. 



 

 

Thank You Leaves 
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Featured Paper Pumpkin Kit:  
 Season of Gratitude, October 2016 

 

Additional supplies used:  
 101650 Very Vanilla Cardstock – ½ sheet, 3 5/8 x 4 7/8, 3 ¾ x 5,  

 141337 Stampin Sponges 

 

Instructions: 
1. Stamp “cracked” background on smallest Vanilla Panel in Chocolate Chip ink.  Sponge lightly the edges 

of that panel. 
2. Sponge Oak leaf with Chocolate Chip ink  
3. Tie bow with Olive Baker’s Twine and adhere to leaf with glue dot. 
4. Pop up on top of stamped background and add sequins with glue dots. 
5. Adhere to larger Vanilla panel and then to Vanilla Card. 

 
 
TIP: Try the same layout in different colors and using the different leaf shapes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Thank you for being a Paper Pumpkin subscriber! I appreciate your loyalty. Please remember that these special tutorials are 
for subscribers only and I do kindly ask that you not share them. Your understanding is appreciated. 

 



 

 

Vintage Wedding Note Card 
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Featured Paper Pumpkin Kit:  
 Season of Gratitude, October 2016 

 

Additional supplies used:  
 133766 Crumb Cake Note Cards & 

Envelopes 

 101650 Very Vanilla cardstock (1 ¾” x 5” & 
scraps for hearts) 

 120953 Crumb Cake cardstock (1 ½” x 5”) 

 126975 Crumb Cake Ink Pad 

 141672 Very Vanilla ½” Lace Trim 20” 

 133786 Sweetheart Punch 

 141337 Stamping Sponges 

 104430 Dimensionals 

 

Instructions: 
1. Fold a notecard in half and stamp “Best Wishes” in the bottom right corner with Crumb Cake Ink. 
2. Ink up the crackle stamp and stamp it repeatedly across the 1 ½” x 5” strip of Crumb Cake card stock. 

Lining up the edges each time that you stamp. 
3. Ink up the crackle stamp and stamp in two different spots on the scrap of Very Vanilla. 
4. Punch out the hearts from the crackle stamped Very Vanilla piece. 
5. Adhere the card stock to the note card as shown. Attach the hearts using Dimensionals. 
6. Wrap the lace trim around the note card and tie a bow. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Thank you for being a Paper Pumpkin subscriber! I appreciate your loyalty. Please remember that these special tutorials are 
for subscribers only and I do kindly ask that you not share them. Your understanding is appreciated. 

 



 

 

Fall Votive 
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Featured Paper Pumpkin Kit:  
 Season of Gratitude, October 2016 

 

Additional supplies used:  
 131173 Crushed Curry Classic Stampin’ 

Pad 

 138995 Tear & Tape Adhesive 

 133773 Sponge Daubers 

 Battery operated tea light candle 

 

 
Instructions: 

1. Score one of the embossed vanilla pieces at 1-3/4”, 3-1/2” and 5-1/4” on the long side, then score at ¾” 
on the short side.  

2. Take another embossed vanilla piece and cut a 2” piece section off, then score at 1-3/4” on the long side 
and ¾” on the short side. Fold along scored lines. 

3. Place a piece of the Tear & tape Adhesive on the two ¼” tabs and form the box. 
4. Trim the flaps at the bottom as shown (along all four sides) and use Tear & Tape Adhesive to close the 

bottom of the box. 
5. Use a Sponge Dauber to ink the Chocolate Chip ink along the edges of the box. 
6. Take one of the embossed leaves and sponge the Chocolate Chip ink and Crushed Curry ink all over the 

leaf. 
7. Wrap the green baker’s twine around the votive box three times and tie a bow, then fan the twine on one 

side as shown.  
8. Slip the leaf behind the twine and adhere three medium sequin as shown above. Place the tea light inside 

and enjoy your decorative votive décor. 
 
 
Thank you for being a Paper Pumpkin subscriber! I appreciate your loyalty. Please remember that these special tutorials are 
for subscribers only and I do kindly ask that you not share them. Your understanding is appreciated. 



 

 

Thank You Leaves 
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Featured Paper Pumpkin Kit:  
 Season of Gratitude, October 2016 

 

Additional supplies used:  
 101650 Very Vanilla Cardstock – ½ sheet 

and 3 ¾” x 5” 

 126953 Old Olive Pad 

 141337 Stampin Sponges 

 122334 Simply Scored (optional) 

 

Instructions: 
1. Mask off all but 1 ½” strip of smaller Vanilla panel with post it notes.  Using the negative portion of the leaf 

cut out panel from kit, sponge leaves across exposed Vanilla panel, making some leaves darker and 
lighter. 

2. Stamp sentiment in Chocolate Chip ink. 
3. Remove masks and score a line about 1/8” on either side of sponged panel to add interest. 
4. Tie Olive baker’s twine around panel. Adhere to Very Vanilla Card with adhesive strips for a popped up 

look. 
 

TIP: Try the same layout in different colors and using the different leaf shapes. 
 
 
 
Thank you for being a Paper Pumpkin subscriber! I appreciate your loyalty. Please remember that these special tutorials are 
for subscribers only and I do kindly ask that you not share them. Your understanding is appreciated. 

 


